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Geist im Glas

Geist im Glas is a cornerstone of the Berlin drinks scene. With a cosy neighbourhood bar in Neukölln, as well as Geist Cocktail Catering 
services, these guys make awe-inspiring cocktails and indulgent brunches.

Working alongside Chiron Consulting we designed and fleshed out the Geist im Glas branding, typography and colour palette, working 
with their existing illustrations. This was then implemented across collaterals (business cards, invoice templates, letterhead...) and a full, 
brand new website.



Geist im Glas

Further pieces used in development for Geist im Glas.



Captivate Art

Captivate Art is a gallery and online store based in Chepstow, primarily showcasing the work of photographer Stephanie Lord. We were 
commissioned to firstly tighten up and solidify their branding and brand package - updating their logo, colour palette and identity. We 
then implemented this across a brand new multifaceted website, built from scratch. The website includes an online store to sell bespoke 
photographic art prints, as well as a b2b section for corporate and hospitality customers.



Tilly Von Bloom sells art prints to order with a focus upon up-and-coming artists. Working alongside copywriter and creative 
strategist Kevin Karaca, we came up with a logo suite, colour palette, signifier, business card and typefaces.

Tilly von Bloom



Wadzanai Motsi-Khatai

Wadzanai has over six years of experience working with government, international non-profit organisations, as well as community 
organisations in Southern and Western Africa, Europe and South East Asia. Wadzanai is committed to building a more inclusive, mindful 
and socially-just world and collaborating with communities to create new models for living and working together.  Bloom Curve was 
commissioned to work on a brand identity, logo and collaterals such as slides, business cards and more. 



A selection of fly-posters made for the interior at goodsugar in New York, a casual vegan restaurant and juicebar that opened in 
February 2023.

goodsugar



Move Nourish Strengthen Restore

Move Nourish Strengthen Restore is a wellness retreat based in the Agora Hotel, Cyprus. Each retreat consists of 4 days of hiking, eating 
nutritious simple food, strengthening and priming the body, and resting at a luxury boutique hotel. Bloom Curve was tasked with building 
their brand identity as well as an introductory brochure and corresponding Instagram posts. We wanted to build something that felt 
tangible, like a postcard or scrapbook, whilst simultaneously drawing inspiration from the colours of the Cypriot topography.



Chiron Consulting

Chiron Consulting provides services to boutique hotels and travel companies, lifestyle companies and not-for-profits.  They have utilised 
our services for a variety of their clients as well as directly on their own brand - this has included websites, brand suites (logos, colour 
palettes, typography) brochures, social media templates and much more.



Chiron Consulting

Social media client work undertaken for Chiron Consulting  - Cocoon 
Mode De Vie & Experience Travel Group.



Fitness Renaissance is an innovative personal trainer/movement company based in London. We provided a full rebrand for them 
that included a new logo, colour palette, uniform, stationery and a new website. We also provided a level of business consultancy in 
terms of communications, online structure and overall business/brand presentation.

Fitness Renaissance
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Fitness Renaissance



An inhouse project for a hypothetical cafe/deli. With some of our background in the food & drink industry, this was us 
exploring ways in which to combine past and present through logo design, icons, packaging, stationery and more. 

In-house
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